SMC run-offs decide next year's class leaders

By NICOLE MCGRATH

SMC run-offs decide next year's class leaders

The Observer/Mary's News Editor

Runoff results for Saint Mary's sophomore and senior class elections were decided yesterday.

Courtney Swift was elected senior class president and Janene Gillig was elected sophomore class president, according to Melissa Whelate, interelection election commissioner.

Swift's ticket gained 66.18 percent of the vote while Petrovich's ticket had 28.98 percent. 4.83 percent of the votes abstained. Swift's ticket includes Katie Baal, vice-president, Lauren Siragusa, secretary and Lisa Raniu, treasurer.

"I don't know what to say. I'm excited and I hope we can make it the best and funnest year ever," said Swift.

According to Swift, the campaign ran smoothly. "Monday's voters' turnout pleased her, as well, since the turnout was as good as last Thursday's election.

"I'd like to thank the Petrovic platform for making it a healthy election for those who participated," Swift added.

"We were disappointed but we felt we gave it our all," said Petrovich. "We thought we had a realistic platform but things change.

According to Petrovich, she hoped that Swift's ticket will fulfill their promise of change and she wished them well.

Gillig's ticket collected 58.92 percent of the votes while Lisa Whistler's ticket had 36.93 percent. There was 4.15 percent of abstaining votes. On Gillig's ticket are Gretchen Johnson, vice-president, Jayne Gillig, secretary and Anne Hurley, treasurer.

According to Janene Gillig, her ticket's first goal will be to unite the sophomore class. "We want to hold more class functions like a sophomore cruise."

SUB chooses new staff members for '93-'94

By JOHN LUCAS

Assistant News Editor

Focusing on creativity and organization, the Student Union Board (SUB) recently named a new staff for the upcoming year. Chosen by a process of both application and interview, the new SUB staff was selected by a combination of new and old Executive Board members, according to junior Ellen Zahren, the new SUB Board manager.

AnTostal, the Sophomore Literary Festival, and Collegiate Jazz Festival positions will have separate application and interview processes.

Working under Zahren on the Executive Board are Kate Keckler, director of marketing; Besty Haskins, director of relations; Chris Liang, director of programming and Jamie Morris, controller.

The number and quality of campus events could be improved, according to Zahren.

"Right now, we're working for more daring and creative programming... we want to take typical events like AnTostal and Winterfest and break away from tradition, while keeping our goals in mind," she said.

One major improvement in the programming department would be the improvement of the campus movie structure, according to Liang. Next year may bring the end of the Thursday night movie, while a Sunday matinee may be introduced.

While programming is mainly interested in campus events, the marketing department will work with students to improve the quality of SUB advertising, according to Stephanie Reddy, assistant marketing researcher.

For the first time in recent memory, the department is using a marketing researcher to draw more students to SUB events, Reddy said.

"I want people to appreciate SUB ideas more. If more students attend things that they've done this year, I'll feel like I've done something," Reddy explained.

In addition, Zahren said that an increased use of dorm liaisons could benefit the marketing department.

Zahren, formerly a director of programming, cited lack of training as one of the obstacles to the success of last year's SUB board.

To avoid that problem, see SUB / page 4

J-Board revisions proposed

By LISA WOLTER

News Writer

Du Lac revisions concerning the Judiciary Boards (J-Boards) in Notre Dame dormitories were decided by the executive council this weeks Campus Life Council (CLC) meeting.

Rich Delevan, director of J-Board policy, presented his recommendations for the legal department to the J-Board that consisted of 11 members. The school's central committee met with J-Board members for a regular meeting time, standardized hearing procedures, a training seminar and a reformed selection process of J-Board members.

A regular schedule for the J-Board would alleviate the problem of convening the meetings and would allow all staff ample time to determine which cases would be suitable for J-Board consideration, according to Delevan.

The issue of standardized procedures "is very important," said Father Andre Leveille of Cahavaugh Hall, because "there has to be a procedure against which someone can say my rights were violated."

Delevan proposed that through this is a lack of occurrence of penalties and of other things, it is possible to ensure regularity in procedure.

A training seminar, said Delevan, would provide the J-Board to the problem of convening the meetings and would allow all staff ample time to determine which cases would be suitable for J-Board consideration, according to Delevan.
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**WEATHER REPORT**

*Forecast for noon, Tuesday, March 23*

Lines separate high temperature zones for the day.

---

**WEATHER**

Cloudy and warmer today with a 70 percent chance of light rain with highs in the upper 40's and lows in the middle 30's.

**TEMPERATURES**
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**INSIDE COLUMN**

Why do bad things happen to good people?

Marks McGrath

Why do bad things happen to good people? This question has been pondered in society for ages. In fact, many people have published books trying to explain this phenomenon. In my past studies in Theology, this topic has always been a cause for debate among those who believe that people have trouble answering. No one knows for sure what the reasoning for the bad things in life is, but all people must try to accept what happens and move on with their lives no matter how difficult this task may seem.

The Notre Dame community has had its share of bad things happening to good people. The incident which sticks out in my mind is the most vividly in the swim team's train accident last year. It was a sad time for the Notre Dame community because I remember my horror when I heard that the team was involved in a bus crash. I spent much of the night telephoning the local hospitals to see if I could find out the status of Meghan and another friend, but as the night progressed I began to realize the severity of what had happened. I was unable to confirm anything about Meghan, but I found out my other friend was relatively safe.

I left the Observer office that night knowing for sure what had happened to Meghan but I was certain that something bad had happened. Meghan was a fabulous person who excelled in everything she ever did. She was a role model as well as an accomplished student and swimmer. When I heard for sure what had really happened to Meghan I was deeply saddened and began to search for the reasons why something bad had to happen to her.

Though I searched long and hard through my heart and my mind, I have never really been able to come up with an answer that satisfies my conscience. I realize that I must try to remember Meghan and everything she did. At the very least this will allow me to best remember what a great person she was.

The most recent occurrence of this 'bad things happening to good people' phenomenon involved one of my friends. This person had always strived to help others. This friend was very involved in the Notre Dame community and had always wanted the best for others.

One night, my friend made a bad decision which involved drinking too much. This decision led to an unfortunate incident. I have spoken with my friend and realize that the decision was made from the experience. However, the one bad decision has tarnished this friend's life.

I was one of my friend had to deal with the consequences set forth by the State of Indiana, but I have never had to accept the consequences set forth by the Office of Residence Life. My friend has had some serious implications assigned for actions resulting from the drinking.

I have tried to fathom the reasons why bad things happen to good people. It seems that freak things happen and lead to incidents which have a direct effect on all the people involved. Maybe someday someone will be able to explain this phenomenon to the world, but for the time being I think that people must accept what happens and try to move on as best as they can.
Professor discusses inner city violence

By SHANNON DEVERNA
News Writer

People in the inner cities live by "The Code," said professor of sociology Elijah Anderson of the University of Pennsylvania in his speech on "Violence and the Inner City Poor" last night. "The Code is the organizing principle of street life," Anderson said. It is a set of informal rules that dictate the "do's and don'ts" of inner city life.

Anderson has studied the social situations of Philadelphia for 15 years, befriending locals and the principle of street people. "The Code," by classifying inner city families into two groups: the decent people and "the street people." The majority of families are decent families, according to Anderson. However, he added, "the street minority who live strictly by The Code controls the vacant spaces and therefore forces all to live by The Code." When one lives by The Code, he said, one must "show people they are street wise" and that they can handle themselves.

This situation, he stated, unfortunately "includes an inclination to violence." Many disputes are handled through violence and "many meet aggression with aggression." The most alienated of the street types believe what Anderson calls "The Plan." The Plan is a conspiracy of groups such as the Korean grocers, the police, and the white community, to annihilate the black community. It strains relations between members of the inner city community and makes many street people angry. "The anger at their situation is pent up until it surfaces, usually in violence."

"We, as a nation, are moving from a manufacturing economy to a service economy," Anderson said. He added that this transition has been difficult for many, especially the street people, who have little or no job training or education. As a result, the underground economy becomes appealing. Many street people turn to selling drugs to make money. According to Anderson, people believe "when its over, its over." They "devote their lives to obtaining and maintaining success," Anderson said. They risk their lives in this dangerous profession because many believe that "it is better to die out of poverty than to live in luxury." The decent families, on the other hand, are more aligned with the church and the school system. They belong to "nurturing, extended families" which help to instill in family members a strong set of values and a concrete knowledge of right and wrong, Anderson said. Decent families cannot ignore The Code, however. They must teach their children survival skills so that they will not be taken advantage of when confronted by street people.

Anderson said the decent families have hope in the future, unlike the street people. Parents are strict with their children, but emphasize their love and concern for them, he said. Their concept of death is different from that of the street people, Anderson said. Decent families believe in things like fate and judgment day, he explained. Street people believe in things like the successful and even a concrete knowledge of right and wrong, Anderson said. Decent families cannot ignore The Code, however. They must teach their children survival skills so that they will not be taken advantage of when confronted by street people.

Anderson quoted a street person as saying, "Live for the moment. Tomorrow ain't promised to you." His attitude, he concluded, "is different from that of the street people. The Code people believe in things like fate and judgment day, he explained. Street people believe in things like the successful and...
The Academic Honor Code

We Need Your Help!

The Honor Code at Notre Dame works for the students, and the Honor Code Committee needs your help to make it better suit our needs next year. If you are interested in helping in any of the following areas next year, please fill out the following application.

- Liaison Between Faculty and Students
- Freshman Orientation Weekend
- Transfer Student Orientation
- Dorn Representative
- College Representative

University of Notre Dame Honor Code Committee
student application

Section 1.
Please return your completed application to the new chairpersons:
Kami Benson 418 Knott Hall x4704
Kevin Schroeder 811 Grace Hall x1750

Section 2.
Name: ________________________________ Age: ________
Birthplace: ____________________________ Sex: ________
Dorm: ____________________________ Phone: ________
College: ____________________________ Major: ________
Class: ____________________________

Section 3.
Why do you want to be on the Honor Code Committee; do what you feel you have to offer it? (please attach a typed sheet, no more than the front of one page)

SUB
continued from page 1

Racism
continued from page 1

eyes was led to a square window with no windows, served no refreshments and treated very rudely.
When asked how the different groups were treated, the audience responded with frequent reactions. "Reactions covered the entire spectrum, from pain to anger to understanding," said Fuentes.

For people of color, this is a daily occurrence in their lives," Fuentes added. "Many people were offended, saying, 'I'm not a racist. I shouldn't be treated this way.'"

Because the show elicited such a crowd reaction, Fuentes' office, in collaboration with the Multi-Cultural Executive Council, decided to sponsor Elliot his hold open forums in the dorms," she said.
"We were surprised. Apparently the turnout for the other girls was better," said Whisenh's similar feelings were voiced by remaining members of the J-Board committee.
A finalized proposal for Dacal revisions will be written and submitted to the Office of Student Affairs by April 1. The Campus Life Council will meet next Monday to add to their recommendations for the J-Board issue.
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Shuttle launch aborted

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Two main engines ignited and space shuttle Columbia was engulfed by the familiar white cloud signaling a launch. Then, with just three seconds to go, the engines shut down.

Officials in the launch control room gasped. Television viewers felt a ripple of alarm. But NASA says the seven astronauts aboard the German-sponsored laboratory research mission were never in any danger while computers aborted the launch Monday.
When the shuttle commander Steven Nagel knew what had happened because of the red lights that came on in the cockpit.
Nagel told his crew: "Everything's OK. Just sit tight.
"He later told reporters: "There weren't many moments of worry. It's mostly just disappointment."

The launch was delayed for at least three more weeks for a mission initially scheduled for five years ago, but postponed by the 1986 explosion of shuttle Challenger and by lesser problems in the past six weeks.

SECURITY BEAT

FRI. MARCH 19
8:05 a.m. Notre Dame Security responded to a possible vandalism and theft in Stepan Chemistry Hall.
8:15 a.m. Notre Dame Security replaced a broken gate arm in the BOI lot.
6:30 p.m. An Illinois resident reported that his vehicle was damaged while it was parked in the BOI lot.
8:38 p.m. Notre Dame Security responded to a report of an injury at a Monsewakia resident at the JACC.
11:42 p.m. A University employee reported theft of his jacket from the South Dining Hall.

SAT. MARCH 20
2:19 a.m. Notre Dame Security responded to a case of an. Wtrotee being intoxicated in Brown-Phillips Hall. The victim was transported by ambulance to St. Joseph Medical Center.
2:56 a.m. Notre Dame Security responded to a case of vandalism in the Architecture Building.
7:05 a.m. Notre Dame Security responded to a suspicious security report in Pasquerilla Hall West.
8:45 a.m. An Altumb Hall resident reported that his vehicle had been broken into while it was parked in the Old parking lot.
9:14 a.m. An off-campus student reported the theft of his vehicle's license plate while the vehicle was parked in the Old parking lot.
7:39 p.m. An Illinois resident reported theft of his vehicle's license plate while it was parked in the Old parking lot.
7:49 p.m. A University employee reported a case of vandalism to his vehicle while it was parked in the west parking lot of the Hesburgh Library.

SUN. MARCH 21
9:39 a.m. Notre Dame Security responded to a possible vandalism in the vending machines in Flanner Hall.
12:37 p.m. A Monsew Hall resident reported theft of his jacket from the Hesburgh Library.
12:59 p.m. A University employee reported a break-in to his vehicle from a university vehicle while it was parked in the Old parking lot.
1:11 p.m. A Greath Hall resident reported a wallet stolen from his unlocked dorm room.
4:58 p.m. Notre Dame Security responded to an injury at Altumb Hall residence.
The victim was transported by ambulance to the St. Joseph Medical Center.
11:15 p.m. Notre Dame Security stopped an Altumb Hall resident on Lake road for speeding.

SUB members on the SUB board will go on a training retreat.

Other SUB programs on Zahner's agenda include the planning of cultural events that will interest the student body, a recruitment party at the end of April, and a fundraiser to replace The Shirt, which is no longer a SUB project.

Working under Keckler in the Marketing Department are Jimmy Spereduto, marketing research coordinator, Accounting Executives Jean Hazard, Kerry McArthur, and Jonathan Novak.

Working on the Relations Committee under Haskins are Lisa Drovaheak, internal relations coordinator, Julia Murphy, external relations manager, and Office Manager Randy Henry.

On the Programming Committee under Liang are commissioners Emily Bloss, campus entertainment, Julie Auerlich, cultural arts, Bridget Conley, Ideas and Issues, Hoa Quach, movies, Bethany Riddle, music, and Statass Mossino, special events.

Working under Controller Jamie Morris are Luis Torres, Joe Castilano, Clayton Schetez, and Mike Murray.

Run-off continued from page 1 night and we will continue to

CLC continued from page 1 students "can choose their own J-Board members" because "students themselves know who would be fair and who would not be."

An alternative procedure outlined by Delevan suggested that specific students should be invited to apply to the J-Board Chair and these applicants would be selected by the hall presidents, the outgoing J-Chair and the hall recruiter. The new J-Board Chair and the recruiter would then select the
The role of women in the Roman Catholic Church was the topic of "A Spring of Hope after the Long Winter of the Pastoral on Women," given by Auxiliary Bishop Francis Murphy of Baltimore, Maryland, last night.

Murphy outlined his plan for planting "the seeds of hope and promise" in light of the current pastoral letter on women that prevents women from being ordained as priests.

"How to achieve full participation of women in the Roman Catholic Church is a question that needs to be studied, wrestled with, and debated, especially by students," stated Murphy.

In presenting his plan to alleviate the injustices toward women by the patriarchal view, Murphy strongly advocated a dialogue characterized by "an openness for listening, and "an enrichment of one's own perspective, and perhaps the alteration of one's truth."

He emphasized the goal of dialogue as "not to persuade, but instead to engage in profound listening, and to incorporate the insights of contemporary scholarship into the debate."

According to Murphy, scholars knowledgeable in different areas of theology were not invited to the pastoral on women, thus trivializing the issue.

He said the incorporation of scholarly insight into an open dialogue is the best way to deal with issues such as ordination, inclusive language, and the attitude of parents.

Murphy also addressed the importance of the methodology of the dialogue concerning women's issues. Students and bishops should proceed in a manner that reflects not a teacher-student paradigm, but in a more interactive manner, according to Murphy.

"To sponsor reflective dialogue, we must be both the student and the teacher," said Murphy. The respective bishops from each of the dioceses must share among themselves and decide on the next step on the long journey into the spring," he added.

Murphy said that dialogue should first address the "ideology of male superiority that permeates the history of the church, including the attitudes, language, laws, assumptions, patterns, structures, and organization."

He said that it is this ideology that has affected women, men, as well as the community as a whole. He added that the dialogue should further discern the issue of ordination through studies of new data from the Bible and of historical tradition.

Study is needed, he stated, to find out why "women can image Christ in baptism and not in Holy Orders."

In closing, Murphy challenged the audience to "address the concerns of women and create a new kind of church for those yet to be born."

Murphy was ordained a bishop in 1976. He was a participant in the National Conference of Catholic Bishops of Catholic Women in the Church and Society in 1978, and has been distinguished with many awards for his work concerning the role of women in the Roman Catholic Church.

Bishop Francis Murphy spoke Monday night at Debartolo Hall on the injustices toward women in the Church.

---

**O'MALLEY AWARD**

1993 UNDERGRADUATE TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD

**what is it?**

Each year a committee of students representing all years and majors decide which undergraduate prof has best dedicated his/her time and effort to classroom teaching. The chosen prof wins an award of $1000.

**can students nominate the profs?**

YES! Forms for nominating your favorite and most deserving profs will be available in the Student Government Office 2nd floor of Lafontaine starting Fri. March 19. They will be due by Wed. March 31.

Any questions call Megan at 271-8888.
Yeltsin reminded to stick to democracy

CHICAGO (AP) — The Clinton administration reminded Boris Yeltsin Monday that the U.S. support and pledges of financial aid extended during his power struggle depend on his adherence to democratic principles and his commitment to key reforms.

Despite the cautionary note, voiced by Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher in a speech here and by other officials in Washington, there was no evidence that administration support for Yeltsin was flagging.

Christopher called Yeltsin "the one person in that country who has the support of the Russian people." And, he said, "we believe President Yeltsin has chosen a responsible course" in calling for a referendum April 25 on a conversion to democracy and private property after seven decades of Communist rule.

But Christopher's remarks in behalf of Yeltsin were carefully tempered. His speech and responses to questions from Chicago academics, business executives and others interested in foreign policy did not add up to a blank-check endorsement.

Meanwhile, President Clinton and aides said plans were proceeding for the U.S.-Russia summit April 3-4 in Vancouver, Canada.

Clinton, asked in Little Rock, Ark., if he would consider moving the summit to Moscow to spare Yeltsin from facing at a crucial time, replied there were "no plans to change the site at this time."

At the White House, spokesman Dee Dee Myers said Clinton would consider a change in site only if Yeltsin asked — which he hasn't.

Christopher laid emphasis not on Yeltsin, the man, but on the programs he was fostering: U.S. support, Christopher suggested, went beyond any single leader.

"Our engagement with the reformers must be for the long haul — when they're 'out' as well as when they're 'in,' when they're 'down' as well as when they're 'up,'" he said.

"However difficult things may be in the short run, we should have faith that the strategic course we have set — supporting democracy's triumph — is the correct one."

The White House, meanwhile, suggested it could deal with "other reformers" in Russia if Yeltsin faltered.

---

Socialists face rightists' two-on-one onslaught

PARIS (AP) — With the left in tatters after a devastating loss in provincial elections, conservatives began laying the groundwork Monday for holding the leader of the opposition, Francois Mitterrand. Mitterrand kept a public silence, playing a weekly round of golf as politicians and pros picked over the results of Sunday's first-round vote and announced the leaders of an electoral Right-wing leaders urged Mitterrand to resign early, promising their parliamentary coalition would tolerate no interference with their programs. But the conservatives are not united on all issues, which might give Mitterrand an opening to exploit their differences. Conservatives want to sell off state-owned industries. They promise to trim a $40 billion budget deficit and enforce the 10.5 percent unemployment rate, but they have disclosed few details of their proposals.

After run-off elections in a week, France likely will have its most conservative government since the Fifth Republic was founded in 1958. Computer projections point to the conservatives winning up to 480 of the National Assembly's 577 seats, ruling out any effective opposition in parliament. Mitterrand has no chance to win a French-style vote and has little choice but to pick the prime minister and Cabinet from the majority's ranks.

Mitterrand, 76, and suffering from prostate cancer, would have to spend the last two years of his seven-year term facing a hostile government that will seek to limit his to a figurehead despite the broad powers given him by the French Constitution. Parties Chirac, the conservative Paris mayor and front-runner for the 1995 presidential race, has said a rightist government will not give Mitterrand free rein on foreign and defense affairs, as promised, and the constitution ambiguously dictates.

"It's a bad deal," said Pierre Mauroy, a Socialist ex-premier whose former district in Lille, held by him for 66 years, looks in danger of falling to the conservatives.

---

Mendoza's Guitars

Banjos • Mandolins

Accessories • Repairs

241 U.S. 33 N.
1 mile North of
Saint Mary's

272-7510

MORRISSEY MINOR

FILM FESTIVAL

See you at the movies!

SCHYLEEN QUALLS

IS THE LAST WORD!

Wednesday, March 24
7:00 p.m.
Carroll Auditorium

"THE LAST WORD"
is a thought provoking dramatization of African-American poetry and prose.

"Schyleen Qualls: A treasure, a flower, a trump. A hum-dinger of a word singer, a corner of a talker, a helber of a storyteller, a dawn's first light, and a downright delight."

KEN KESSEY

Author: "One Two Over the Cuckoo's Nest"

SPONSORED BY

MINT OFFICE

SAB

join us for a "VIBRANT, EXCITING, & ENERGETIC" Performance

MOORESTOWN 9

Friday, March 26, 9 p.m.
Stepan Center
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal Reserve policy makers meeting this week are likely to stick to a 5.25 percent interest rate that they approved last month. The rate, achieved after two quarters of steady increases, is the highest since 1994.

The report, "Job stress is world-wide epidemic," points to growing stress among workers around the world, including developing countries, where, it says, companies are doing little to help employees cope with the strain of modern industrialization.

The International Organization estimates the cost of job stress in the United States at $200 billion annually from compensation claims, reduced productivity, absenteeism, added health insurance costs and direct medical expenses for related diseases such as ulcers, high blood pressure and heart attack.

Stress-related injury claims in the United States are expected to exceed 5 percent of all occupational disease claims in 1980 to 15 percent a decade later, the report says.

Work pressure is so intense in Japan that the Japanese have coined a phrase for death by overwork: karoshi. A survey cited in the report says 40 percent of all Japanese workers fear they will literally work themselves to death.

Workers in the stressful nature of a job are not only the demands of the work itself but the lack of control many workers have over their jobs, said Dr. Martin K. David.

Blue collar workers face high demand but very little control and little autonomy in the way they do their jobs, "and they are under a lot of pressure," he said.

As the use of computers spreads throughout the world, workers in many countries are being forced to cope with new stresses, including electronic eavesdropping by supervisors, the report says.

In airline offices, government agencies and private companies, mail-order houses and telephone companies, workers find themselves frequently checked by employers who can monitor everything from how quickly they perform a task to the frequency and length of their breaks.

"This may be reassuring for the worker," the report says.

The International Labor Organization said Monday it wants boat-to-table array of seafood inspection safeguards to help protect workers from injury on the job. Strikers "have been out of work for 12 years," the report says that is enough. The punning "Karoshi." A survey, "Facts and figures on stress-related injury claims," points to growing signs of job stress, an "inexorable . . . crescendo to the point of a crescendo," it says.

Increasing to the point of a crescendo, some of the most ordinary jobs.

"With the growing practice of supervisors being subjected to new pressures, including electronic eavesdropping by superiors, the emphasis in the past that it hit overexposure and overwork: Karoshi. A survey, "Facts and figures on stress-related injury claims," points to growing signs of job stress, an "inexorable . . . crescendo to the point of a crescendo," it says.
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Moral vision should consider other issues

In 1950-51, this jabberwocky lived in Lyons, evading the Korean war by running strings of 95c or better in organic chemistry and physics. Instead of becoming a medical orderly in a MASH, I sat out the war in bull average of what was happening. A good story and physics. Instead of twins, Frank and Marty, sons of the cause of union labor is about 999 to 1. Give me the "archbishop's Mass," inaugurated by a really distinguished observer columnist, any day.

In a 1986 letter to the President whose election he did not live to see, Roman Catholic Democratic Socialist Michael Harrington took his shot at prophecy. "What is needed in the late twentieth century is a restatement of the basic moral vision of the Western Left. For there is a sense in which Reaganism is already in crisis — that its success (in 1986) is a crisis. For growth has brought persistent poverty, unemployment, homelessness, and hunger — and that has never happened before."

"The boozy traps of the American economy will. I am convinced, explode sooner or later. But the next Left cannot content itself to sit around waiting for some catastrophe to save it from its own political impotence. If that next Left understands itself as a movement of genuine moral vision, it can begin now, in the midst of a misshapen and outrageous "prosperity," to assemble the forces and develop the ideas of a new America in a new world." The Next Left, H. Holt.

The moral vision concerning which Harrington sought to build consensus was one which would energize the most exploited and potentially the most dynamic people in society, women and minorities. It was one which would unite those in secure and those in precarious occupations, the young and the old, cultural modernists and cultural traditionalists. It was not the "moderate Democratic" neo-Republican agenda associated with old Domen, Bruce Babbitt.

Its first plank was full employment, to be pursued in solidarity by workers knowing that current high rates of unemployment and marginal underemployment degrade all workers, isolating and terrorizing their families.

Michael Harrington's students, even those who "only wanted to get into law school, saw that if every boomer and every boomer's baby pursued the individualist "taker-centric" path previously trod by a small minority of the "economic elite," the result would be pathological: the deterioration of both structure and infrastructure (schools, jails, juvenile detention centers, bridges, every form of social investment) while barring the gates dividing the "haves" and the "have nots." He insisted on stating the problem of global economic recovery in moral terms, a "commitment to the essential oneness of human beings," to policies not requiring the further deterioration of life for workers and the poor in developed countries in the name of "an internationalism that is really a facade for the self-interest of multinational corporations."

The prophet Michael saw in 1986 what current scholarship (P. Kennedy, Preparing for the Twenty First Century, Barry and Irving Blass, Negotiating the Future: a labor perspective on American Business) emphasizes. Taker-centric economic imperialism tears the social fabric to shreds. "Imaginative new ways must be found to enable workers to participate democratically in decisions affecting the nature of their work." Wouldn't it be strange if we tried that here?

Ed Manier is a professor of
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Discussion ignores Ex Corde Ecclesiae

With all the ink recently about the Catholic University of Notre Dame, it has been easy to overlook the 1990 Apostolic Constitution on Catholic Universities. This document, which addresses the relationship between the Church and the academic community, calls for a renewed commitment to the service of the Church and the human knowledge to which it seeks to contribute by its own efforts.

The Constitution affirms that the Catholic University "possesses that institutional autonomy which allows it to perform its functions effectively and guarantees its freedom in the pursuit of its academic freedom, so long as the rights of the individual person are protected and a balance is preserved within the confines of the Church's tradition, with research and graduate studies paying an important but balanced role in the overall mission of the University. Notre Dame has its own identity, as the Jesuit universities had theirs based on the Ratio Studiorum of St. Ignatius. What those universities did, they did well."

That Catholic university system died at the hands of its own administrators. Officials of the leaders of Catholic universities met at the Notre Dame retreat at Land O'Lakes, Wisconsin, in 1967 and declared that: "To perform its teaching and research functions effectively, the Catholic university must have a true autonomy and academic freedom in the face of authority of whatever kind, lay or clerical, external to the academic community itself."

Most Catholic universities in this country, including Notre Dame (which had been controlled by the Congregation of Holy Cross), severed their juridical connection with the Church by transferring control to lay-dominated boards of trustees. One Jesuit educator recently described that action of the universities as "the largest voluntary alienation of Church property in history."

The pre-1967 Catholic universities were not afraid to acknowledge the Apostolic Constitution on Catholic Universities as its criterion for the meaning of the term, "Catholic university." In any event, it would seem clear that any university which claims to be Catholic, especially in raising money, ought to acknowledge the Apostolic Constitution on Catholic Universities as its criterion for the meaning of the term, "Catholic university."

The Notre Dame Press supports Hispanic groups

Dear Editor:

We would like to respond to the letter of Brian Utz (Observer, March 17) concerning the shortcomings in the dining halls on Fridays during Lent.

Mr. Utz asserts that "if you are supposed to sacrifice by not eating meat, but you really don't have any chance to eat meat, then it isn't a sacrifice." It seems, then, that our "sacrifice" depends on a relative high degree of temptation.

We support Mr. Utz's conclusion, and propose the following to ensure that we are tempted to a sufficient degree:

1. Temptation makes Lenten sacrifice more meaningful

That dining halls prepare meat entrees on Fridays during Lent, that these meat entrees be even better prepared and more scrumptious than usual, and that they be presented in a particularly tantalizing fashion. For example, the dining halls might offer prime rib, delicately prepared, sliced at each table and offered to each student in turn, taking care that subtle aromas adequately reach each student's nose. Only then will our Lenten program of "sacrifice" truly be meaningful.

Timothy Culver
Thomas Nevins
St. Edward's Hall
March 17, 1993
**Enlightened by laughter**

"The Juggernaut" depicits the real life issues of racism and sexism.

In 1990 the Beloved released their first full-length disc, *Happiness*, to much critical acclaim. It spawned two top ten dance tracks in the U.S. Three years later, they have five more European-style physical theatre "The Juggernaut" combines the use of different media and audience involvement to send its message. Throughout the entire play the local Reggae band Uraeus is on stage, serving a dual purpose. First, they provide the noise of the factory in which the play is set. Second, they serve as a symbol of the racist attitude that still exists in today's society by appearing identical to the actors in every way, yet being segregated because they are black.

Alex Lemay is not your ordinary director, but then again "The Juggernaut" is not your ordinary play. Lemay and his Taproot Theatre Project have combined to create a unique theatre experience for their audiencce.

"The Juggernaut" is an original one-act play about "one woman's ordeal in a completely male dominated work-place. It deals with issues of sexism, racism, and the role of media in society," said Lemay. Lemay's job as director is to communicate ideas. There is a narrow line between presenting and perpetuating stereotypes. We try to knock them down, expose the lies.

It is hoped that through the laughter, the audience will become more alert to the issues presented in the play. Lemay said, "When people are laughing they are usually more open to the points we are trying to make. I see humor as a way to communicate and provoke discussion."

Throughout the entire play, the audience is served a dual purpose. First, they provide the noise of the factory in which the play is set. Second, they serve as a symbol of the racist attitude that still exists in today's society by appearing identical to the actors in every way, yet being segregated because they are black.

"The Juggernaut" will be performed at the Museum of Little Theatre at Saint Mary's this Wednesday through Friday.

**Accent**

By RICK DELVECCHIO

Although Waddington left the partnership in 1991, after taking a year off, Jon Marsh and Steve Waddington have combined to produce a vignette of the Marshes, but also sixteen guest musicians, who appear throughout the entire disc.

While Happiness was cheerful and optimistic, Conscience is more introspective and fearful. "I think Conscience is offering potential hope and an optimistic view of the world, but it's based on a more realistic approach," said Jon Marsh of the Beloved's new effort.

"Paradise Found" is a seven-minute long workout which features an excellent blend of a dance beat, tantalizing keyboards, and a hammond organ. The listener becomes lifted onto a cloud of pure bliss where the components of psychedelia and dance join together to produce a vision of wondrous freedom.

Marsh's lyrics concerning the temerariness of paradise are quickly reiterated by soulful background vocals. "You're only living for your eyes/Use it up gently," sings Harcarl, and it spawned two top ten dance tracks entitled Conscience.

The real energy from the song flows from the soft and sultry background vocals. "Outerspace Girl" also presents the only problem of the songs of the Beloved. Lyrically, the song breaks absolutely no new ground when it comes to the usual "wonderful dream of love" songs. As Jon Marsh says, "I'm not even sure what we are doing."

And neither does "Let the Music Take You" which contains lines such as "Another song about dancing/Nightclub chance of being burned out." Once again the songs elate the listener in their approach to music and Jon Marsh's lyrics concerning the temerariness of paradise are quickly reiterated by soulful background vocals. "You're only living for your eyes/Use it up gently," sings Harcarl, and it spawned two top ten dance tracks entitled Conscience.

"Paradise Found" is a seven-minute long workout which features an excellent blend of a dance beat, tantalizing keyboards, and a hammond organ. The listener becomes lifted onto a cloud of pure bliss where the components of psychedelia and dance join together to produce a vision of wondrous freedom.

Marsh's lyrics concerning the temerariness of paradise are quickly reiterated by soulful background vocals. "You're only living for your eyes/Use it up gently," sings Harcarl, and it spawned two top ten dance tracks entitled Conscience.

"Paradise Found" is a seven-minute long workout which features an excellent blend of a dance beat, tantalizing keyboards, and a hammond organ. The listener becomes lifted onto a cloud of pure bliss where the components of psychedelia and dance join together to produce a vision of wondrous freedom.

Marsh's lyrics concerning the temerariness of paradise are quickly reiterated by soulful background vocals. "You're only living for your eyes/Use it up gently," sings Harcarl, and it spawned two top ten dance tracks entitled Conscience.

"Paradise Found" is a seven-minute long workout which features an excellent blend of a dance beat, tantalizing keyboards, and a hammond organ. The listener becomes lifted onto a cloud of pure bliss where the components of psychedelia and dance join together to produce a vision of wondrous freedom.

Marsh's lyrics concerning the temerariness of paradise are quickly reiterated by soulful background vocals. "You're only living for your eyes/Use it up gently," sings Harcarl, and it spawned two top ten dance tracks entitled Conscience.
BASEBALL

San Franciso vs. Colorado at Tucson, Ariz. 7-0. 

Chicago vs. Chicago White Sox (ss) 11-7.

California vs. Seattle 8-8.

Atlanta (ss) 8, Florida 7.

New York Mets 5, Montreal 3.

Chicago White Sox (ss) 6, Detroit (ss) 2.

Diego 9-8.

Arizona and Colorado. All for only $8.50.

Are you interested in pursuing a career with the Student Business Board?

FOOTBALL

National Football League

First Round Second Round

California vs. Arizona 12-7.

Minnesota 12-7.


PROVIDENCE BETA SIGMA—Signed Britton Brooks, pitcher, to the major-league camp for reassignment.

MINNESOTA TWINS—Signed Rich Gossage and George Teixeira, pitchers, to the major-league camp for reassignment.

SAN DIEGO DODGERS—Signed Mike Bode and Edye Pyne, infielders, to the Atlantic League of the Pacific Coast League. Released Lance McCaul and Mike Dickie, pitchers.


BASKETBALL

National Basketball Association

DALLAS MAVERICKS—Signs Tim Legler, guard, for the remainder of the season.

1993-1994 EMPLOYMENT

Student Activities is hiring students for the 93-94 academic year. Positions available in all areas:

Office Assistants
Stephan Building Managers
Sound Technicians
Building Maintenance Crew

LaFortune Building Managers
Information Desk Attendants
Game Room Attendants
Ballroom Room Monitors
Irish Express Clerks/Managers

Pick up applications at 315 LaFortune.

Deadline extended to Friday, March 26.

Are you a government, economics or philosophy major?

If so, maybe PPE is for you!

Philosophy, Politics and Economics Concentration

Information Meeting

Thursday, March 25

218 O'Shaughnessy

7:00-8:00

or see Professor John Roos

242 Decio

ext. 7556

About the Student Business Board

Help run an organization with sales of nearly $100,000 per year!

The Business Board is responsible for the operations of the three Student Run Business Majors:

Irish Gardens
Adwaters
Notre Dame Video

Applications for General Manager (Seniors to be) will be due on Friday, March 26. Applications for Assistant General Manager (Juniors to be) will be due on Friday, April 2.

All applications can be picked up in the Student Government office on the 2nd floor in LaFortune. Interviews will follow.

Any?, please call Matt Cenedella at 631-3504.
Bo, Ozzie lead ChiSox past Tigers, 6-2
Boston stops Minnesota; Mets down Montreal

SABASOTA, Fla. (AP) — Bo Jackson and Ozzie Guillen, both coming back from career-threatening injuries, drove in two runs each Monday to help the Chicago White Sox beat Detroit 6-2 in a split-squad doubleheader that capped a 12th straight exhibition loss.

Chad Kreuter hit his first home run of the spring, a two-run shot off Jack McDowell (3-0) in the fourth inning to give the Tigers a 2-0 lead. The Cy Young winner, who missed his last scheduled start with a sore back, struck out five with one walk in five innings.

Braves (ss) 8, Yankees 2
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — Ron Giant's three-run homer capped a six-run Atlanta second inning off Sam Militello as a Braves split squad beat the New York Yankees.

Militello (3-1) gave up six runs, none earned, and four hits in three innings. A candidate for one of two vacancies in the Yankees' rotation, Militello grappled with his control, walking six and striking out two.

Red Sox 8, Twins 6
FORT MYERS, Fla. — Scott Cooper drove in three runs and Game Fischer had a two-run homer as Boston defeated Minnesota. Cooper, who entered the game batting .156 this spring, had a two-run single and a sacrifice fly. He also doubled and scored.

Brian Harper hit a three-run double for the Twins.

PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. — Nolan Ryan gave up nine runs and 10 hits, including rookie Joe Hall's grand slam, and a Chicago split-squad beat Texas. Ryan (1-2) pitched five innings in his previous two games. He lasted only four after throwing 90 pitches against the White Sox.

The right-hander's spring training ERA rose from 1.80 to 7.07.

Brewers 9, Padres 7
CHANDLER, Ariz. — Dave Winfield had his consecutive scoreless innings streak snapped at 13 against San Diego, but improved his spring training record to 3-0.

Kevin Brown started a six-run second inning for the Brewers with a single and hit a two-run homer in the fifth, his second of the spring.

Athletics 7, Cubs 4
PHOENIX — Rickey Henderson and Terry Steinbach each hit two runs and four relievers combined to pitch four hitless innings as Oakland defeated Chicago.

Cubs starter Jose Guzman, who signed a four-year $14.2 million contract during the winter, went 9.00 spring ERA and is 0-2.

 Owners propose roster changes

The five-man practice squad proposal that would expand rosters and limits on injured reserve was the same rule would also give coaches more maneuverability in matching up their players with opponents.

The rule-making competition committee recommended a proposal that would expand rosters from 47 players to 53 and limit injured reserve to 21 players plus add a practice squad.

Now teams will be required to cut down to 47 on the final cut, then build back up to 53 players and allowed to activate 45. They are also allowed to suit up a third quarterback, who can only play if the first two are injured and unable to return.

The new rules should cut down on the red-shirting of promising rookies who aren't ready to play and are placed on injured reserve while they practice for a season.

The day began with the league awarding the 1996 Super Bowl to Phoenix. It was supposed to have been played there last January but was taken away when until Arizona voters approved a Martin Luther King holiday, which they did last November.

Meanwhile, there were these free agency developments:

The Chicago Bears re-signed quarterback Jim Harbaugh for $13 million over 4 years.

Phoenix signed wide receiver Gary Clark of Washington a 3-year, $6 million contract, the latest big-name player to get big bucks. And Jim Quinn and Gene Upshaw, who negotiated free agency for the players, met with the owners during the afternoon.

In addition, Tagliabue said he had determined the Philadelphia Eagles would receive the 13th overall pick in this year's draft for Reggie White, this year's most desirable free agent. The pick would be inserted between No. 12, the Los Angeles Raiders and No. 14 Denver on the grounds that the Raiders are the last sub-500 team.

Hey Bill—
A very merry un-birthday...

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Lauric & Korey

Hey Bill—
A very merry un-birthday...
Baseball

continued from page 16

held the Wildcats to a single run off a Chris Gonzalez homer run in the bottom of the ninth. Michaelak struck out the last two batters to end the game.

On Saturday, Notre Dame fell 13-10 in an extra-inning contest on a Gonzalez three-run roundtripper in the bottom of the first off Marty DeGraff.

A controversial call in the Irish end of the 11th ended what could have been an Irish rally. Paul Failla doubled and tagged on a Danapilis fly down the right field line. The umpires saw it differently and called Failla out on the appeal.

Freshmen Rowan Richards and Rich Van Tuyn were major contributors in the game with Richards going 4 for 5 with one RBI and Van Tuyn hitting his first career home run in the third. Also showing well at the plate for the Irish in the game were Hartwell (2 for 3, 4 RBIs), Bailla (2 for 4) and Danapilis (2 for 4, 3 RBIs).

Tom Kraus started the game and was replaced by Dave Sinnes in the third inning. Sinnes got two runs and four strikeouts in 5.2 innings on the mound. DeGraff took the loss despite pitching well in the final innings.

On Saturday, Lohn Frazier went eight innings striking out five for the 8-7 Kentucky win while Eddie Brooks carried the
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Sports Briefs

Aldo's Club will have practice from 6-8 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday from 2-4 p.m. on Friday in 219 Rockeck.

The Equestrian Club is having a club show. For information in showing stockeatsat Purdue on March 27, please call Katie at 284-5520.

ND/Saint Mary's women's lacrosse will meet at 4 p.m. at Saint Mary's for practice. If weather is had, go to Loas on 4 p.m. If you have any questions, call Heather Jackson at 284-5703.

Basketball is looking for a joke team to play against campus celebrities in the Hall of Fame Game on March 28. Contact Andy at 634-1223 if you are interested.

Basketball captains' meeting will be March 25 at 7 p.m. in Cushing Auditorium. It will be short and schedules will be passed out. All should attend.

SportsTalk welcomes guest analyst Tom Rinehart to discuss the NCAA tournament at 8 p.m. on 640 AM.

The Brad Hindsman won the 9-6 victory for the Irish as they beat the Cardinals in the bottom of the sixth off Irish reliever Danapilis to cap off a four-run inning.

Notre Dame starter Tom Price last five plus innings and took the loss while Paul Morse got the win for the Wildcats in the seven inning game.

Haas (1 for 2), Hartwell (2 for 3) and Layton (1 for 4) provided spark at the plate with each connecting on a solo home run.

The Irish open Midwestern Collegiate Conference play this weekend with a four-game series against Xavier.

Receivethis

Pangborn Hall presents:

NON-SKING DISNEY'S RIGHT

to benefit LaCasa de Amistad

March 27th, 7 p.m., Library Auditorium
Ticket $3 at LaFortune Information Desk

Dinner with Camera! Lou Holtz! Gold Watch! Boom Box!

For Reservation Master Mini Warehouse 583-1959

Call For Reservation
(After 5: 684-0285)

Recycle This

Summit Storage

Call For Reservation
Master Mini Warehouse 583-1959

After 5: 684-0285}
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Through mostly grunts and exaggerated gestures, two fishermen/gatherers attempt to communicate.

Drop Your Shorts!

Do Not Do Laundry in 1993!

Brine it to us instead!

Drop off your laundry in the morning.

Pick it up the same afternoon!
Sports

Tuesday, March 23, 1993

Kentucky takes series from Irish
Murphy's squad wins first, drops three close ones

By JENNY MARTEN
Associate Sports Editor

The Notre Dame baseball team (3-6) looked like it was headed for a winning road trip on Friday after defeating Kentucky 7-6 in the opening game of a four-game series. It turned out to be the only win the Irish got as the Wildcats (11-5) took three close games from the Irish over the weekend.

Seniors Chris Michalak, Ed Hartwell and Eric Danapilis shined in the Irish win. Michalak's (3-0) led Notre Dame from the mound striking out seven while walking only two. Hartwell and Danapilis sparked the Irish from the other side of the plate. Danapilis knocked in Hartwell each of the four times he scored including on a ninth-inning two-out double which proved to be the winning run.

Irish coach Pat Murphy was happy with the win.

"It is great to come into an SEC school against its No. 1 pitcher and win in a tough park. We played well against Kentucky, who is a very well-disciplined team. Scott Smith (UK starter) didn't walk a batter and we still beat him," said Murphy.

Michalak was pleased with his performance, but credited the Irish hitters for the win.

"I pitched a decent game. I was aggressive and went after hitters. We won because of our offense. Our hitters did a great job," said Michalak who passed Mike Coffey (1987-1990) on the career appearances list with 74. "I kept Kentucky off-stride. They got some hits, but I didn't let it get to me."

In terms of improvement, Michalak wants to fine-tune his style.

"I want to cut down on walks. We've been a real thorn in my side right now. I'm working on the little things, keeping the ball down, refining things and sharpening the tools," said Michalak.

The Irish dominated at times, but were inconsistent against the cheerleading tryouts for the JACC's Pit.

Despite the lack of practice time minimalized in the early weeks of this season after freshmans Rowan Richards played standout baseball over the spring break trip.

Verduzco was drafted in the fifth round by Philadelphia, and ranked as the sixth highest draft choice to enter college in 1991. He turned down a six-figure contract to enroll at Notre Dame.

Steve Verduzco leaves Notre Dame for JUCO

Special to the Observer

Notre Dame's Steve Verduzco left the University yesterday and returned home to California. The sophomore centerfielder is transferring to a junior college in his home state where he will not lose a year of eligibility.

"He leaves us on good terms and I wish him nothing but success wherever he decides to go," said Irish head coach Pat Murphy.

Verduzco saw his playing time minimized in the early weeks of this season after freshmans Rowan Richards played standout baseball over the spring break trip.

Verduzco is the only win the Irish got as the Wildcats took three close games from the Irish over the weekend. Murphy was happy with the win.

"It is great to come into an SEC school against its No. 1 pitcher and win in a tough park. We played well against Kentucky, who is a very well-disciplined team. Scott Smith (UK starter) didn't walk a batter and we still beat him," said Murphy.

Michalak was pleased with his performance, but credited the Irish hitters for the win.

"I pitched a decent game. I was aggressive and went after hitters. We won because of our offense. Our hitters did a great job," said Michalak who passed Mike Coffey (1987-1990) on the career appearances list with 74. "I kept Kentucky off-stride. They got some hits, but I didn't let it get to me."

In terms of improvement, Michalak wants to fine-tune his style.

"I want to cut down on walks. We've been a real thorn in my side right now. I'm working on the little things, keeping the ball down, refining things and sharpening the tools," said Michalak.

The Irish dominated at times, but were inconsistent against the cheerleading tryouts for the JACC's Pit.

Despite the lack of practice time minimalized in the early weeks of this season after freshmans Rowan Richards played standout baseball over the spring break trip.

Verduzco was drafted in the fifth round by Philadelphia, and ranked as the sixth highest draft choice to enter college in 1991. He turned down a six-figure contract to enroll at Notre Dame.

Injury-riddled men's volleyball ready for Wisconsin-Mil.

By KEVIN DOLAN
Sports Writer

As the regular season winds down, the Irish men's volleyball team is faced with a tough dual match against the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee tonight and the Midwest Intercollegiate Volleyball Tournament on Friday and Saturday.

To make matters worse, the Irish will be depleted in the middle of the tournament and this weekend. Matt Strottman is day-to-day with a knee injury, and backup grandson has been a key sub throughout the season. After losing Friday night (on a controversial no call violation called on Tom Kovats). We're looking for people to step up as the season winds down.

"Everybody's really keyed up to control our own destiny."

The Irish have high expectations for their second weekend of action as they face the tournament. If we do that, we should be able to control our own destiny.

Notre Dame jumped out to an early lead with a three-game winning streak in the opening round of the tournament. If we do that, we should get a bye into the top 8 pool, we should get a bye into the top 8 poolprivate right now. I'm working on the little things, keeping the ball down, refining things and sharpening the tools," said Michalak.

The Irish dominated at times, but were inconsistent against the cheerleading tryouts for the JACC's Pit.

Despite the lack of practice time minimalized in the early weeks of this season after freshmans Rowan Richards played standout baseball over the spring break trip.

Verduzco was drafted in the fifth round by Philadelphia, and ranked as the sixth highest draft choice to enter college in 1991. He turned down a six-figure contract to enroll at Notre Dame.

Injury-riddled men's volleyball ready for Wisconsin-Mil.

By KEVIN DOLAN
Sports Writer

As the regular season winds down, the Irish men's volleyball team is faced with a tough dual match against University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee tonight and the Midwest Intercollegiate Volleyball Tournament on Friday and Saturday.

To make matters worse, the Irish will be depleted in the middle of the weekend. Matt Strottman is day-to-day with a knee injury, and backup grandfather has been a key sub throughout the season. With the injuries, Slosar felt that additional help from the outside hitter position would be a big factor. This help came in the hands of freshmen Miguel Arencio, who has seen increased playing time of late, and Bill Rainey, who has been a key sub throughout the season.

Against Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the Irish will be facing their first varsity opponent in some time, and a good one at that. Wisconsin-Milwaukee defeated Laurentian (Canada) in three games while the Irish fell to Laurentian in five during the preseason, a fact that is not

lost on outside hitter Pat Madden.

"If they can beat Laurentian in three straight, they're obviously pretty good," said Madden.

According to team captain Brian Ceponis, the Irish have more than a shot at victory.

"We just have to play well, and hope the right team shows up," Ceponis said, "a reference to the spotty performance of the Irish during recent games."

The Irish dominated at times, but were controlled in the third game of the match, losing 8-15.

The Irish have also been hurt by a lack of practice time minimalized in the early weeks of this season after freshmans Rowan Richards played standout baseball over the spring break trip.

Verduzco was drafted in the fifth round by Philadelphia, and ranked as the sixth highest draft choice to enter college in 1991. He turned down a six-figure contract to enroll at Notre Dame.

"Everybody's really keyed up, especially after losing Friday night (on a controversial no call violation called on Tom Kovats). We're looking for people to step up as the season winds down."

The Irish have high expectations for their second weekend of action as they face the tournament. If we do that, we should be able to control our own destiny.

NCAA TOURNAMENT
Complete men's brackets, see page 11

BASEBALL
White Sox, Mets win; Nolan Ryan roughed up, see page 13

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Calbert Cheaney is the leader of IU's machine, see page 14